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Biological chemistry has changed since the completion of the human genome project. There is a renewed interest and
market for individuals trained in biophysical chemistry and molecular biophysics. The Physical Basis of Biochemistry,
Second Edition, emphasizes the interdisciplinary nature of biophysical chemistry by incorporating the quantitative
perspective of the physical sciences without sacrificing the complexity and diversity of the biological systems, applies
physical and chemical principles to the understanding of the biology of cells and explores the explosive developments in
the area of genomics, and in turn, proteomics, bioinformatics, and computational and visualization technologies that have
occurred in the past seven years. The book features problem sets and examples, clear illustrations, and extensive
appendixes that provide additional information on related topics in mathematics, physics and chemistry.
Long considered the standard for honors and high-level mainstream general chemistry courses, PRINCIPLES OF
MODERN CHEMISTRY continues to set the standard as the most modern, rigorous, and chemically and mathematically
accurate text on the market. This authoritative text features an "atoms first" approach and thoroughly revised chapters on
Quantum Mechanics and Molecular Structure (Chapter 6), Electrochemistry (Chapter 17), and Molecular Spectroscopy
and Photochemistry (Chapter 20). In addition, the text utilizes mathematically accurate and artistic atomic and molecular
orbital art, and is student friendly without compromising its rigor. End-of-chapter study aids focus on only the most
important key objectives, equations and concepts, making it easier for students to locate chapter content, while
applications to a wide range of disciplines, such as biology, chemical engineering, biochemistry, and medicine deepen
students' understanding of the relevance of chemistry beyond the classroom.
The Aqueous Chemistry of Oxides is a single-volume text that encapsulates all of the critical issues associated with how
oxide materials interact with aqueous solutions. It serves as a central reference for academics working with oxides in the
contexts of geology, various types of inorganic chemistry, and materials science. The text also has utility for professionals
working with industrial applications in which oxides are either prepared or must perform in aqueous environments. The
volume is organized into five key sections. Part One features two introductory chapters, intended to introduce the mutual
interests of engineers, chemists, geologists, and industrial scientists in the physical and chemical properties of oxide
materials. Part Two provides the essential and fundamental principles that are critical to understanding most of the major
reactions between water and oxides. Part Three deals with the synthesis of oxide materials in aqueous media. Part Four
deals with oxide-water reactions and their environmental and technological impacts, and Part Five is devoted to other
types of relevant reactions. The Aqueous Chemistry of Oxides is the first book that provides a comprehensive summary
of all of the critical reactions between oxides and water in a single volume. As such, it ties together a wide range of
existing books and literature into a central location that provides a key reference for understanding and accessing a
broad range of more specialized topics. The book contain over 300 figures and tables.
Learning the fundamentals of chemistry can be a difficult task to undertake for health professionals. For over 35 years,
this book has helped them master the chemistry skills they need to succeed. It provides them with clear and logical
explanations of chemical concepts and problem solving. They’ll learn how to apply concepts with the help of worked out
examples. In addition, Chemistry in Action features and conceptual questions checks brings together the understanding
of chemistry and relates chemistry to things health professionals experience on a regular basis.
Presenting a summary of the development in boreal forest management, this book provides a progressive vision for
some of the world's northern forests. It includes a selection of chapters based on the research conducted by the
Sustainable Forest Management Network across Canada. It includes a number of case histories.
Thoroughly revised and reorganized, the second edition of Interfacial Forces in Aqueous Media examines the role of
polar interfacial and noncovalent interactions among biological and nonbiological macromolecules as well as
biopolymers, particles, surfaces, cells, and both polar and apolar polymers. The book encompasses Lifshitz-van der
Waals and electrical double layer interactions, as well as Lewis acid–base interactions between colloidal entities in polar
liquids such as water. New in this Edition: Four previously unpublished chapters comprising a new section on interfacial
properties and structure of liquid water New material throughout the text on the interplay between macroscopic-scale
repulsions and microscopic-scale attractions in protein adsorption A new chapter covering interfacial tension
determination A new chapter examining the kinetics and energetics of protein adsorption onto metal oxide surfaces Dr.
van Oss describes the nature of the various manifestations of hydrophobic interactions as well as of hydration pressure
and analyzes the measurement of the contact angles that result when liquid droplets are deposited on flat solids. He also
covers coacervation and complex coacervation, discusses the determination methods of electrokinetic potentials, and
treats some of the lesser-known properties of water, such as cluster formation and the hydrophobicity of the water-air
interface. Principally involved in multiple applications of colloids and interface science for more than 50 years, Carel Jan
van Oss is Editor Emeritus of Immunological Investigations and Founding Editor of Preparative Biochemistry and
Biotechnology and of Separation and Purification Reviews. He is an editorial advisor for the Journal of Dispersion
Science and Technology. In addition to these Taylor & Francis journals, Dr. van Oss is the author, coauthor, or editor of
eleven books, including Colloid & Surface Properties of Clays and Related Minerals (2002), and over 350 scientific
papers and chapters.
Determination of Metals in Natural and Treated Waters draws together all the available literature and presents in a
systematic fashion the latest analytical techniques for detecting metals in non-saline and saline natural and treated water.
Broad outlines of different methods and their applicability in certain situations are given allowing the chemist to choose
appropriate test methods. This volume is an essential reference for environmental analytical chemists, toxicologists and
the medical community in the water, agrochemistry, fisheries and waste management industries and the public sector,
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including enforcement and public health.
Urbanization, industrialization, and unethical agricultural practices have considerably negative effects on the
environment, flora, fauna, and the health and safety of humanity. Over the last decade, green chemistry research has
focused on discovering and utilizing safer, more environmentally friendly processes to synthesize products like organic
compounds, inorganic compounds, medicines, proteins, enzymes, and food supplements. These green processes exist
in other interdisciplinary fields of science and technology, like chemistry, physics, biology, and biotechnology, Still the
majority of processes in these fields use and generate toxic raw materials, resulting in techniques and byproducts which
damage the environment. Green chemistry principles, alternatively, consider preventing waste generation altogether, the
atom economy, using less toxic raw materials and solvents, and opting for reducing environmentally damaging
byproducts through energy efficiency. Green chemistry is, therefore, the most important field relating to the sustainable
development of resources without harmfully impacting the environment. This book provides in-depth research on the use
of green chemistry principles for a number of applications.
Expanded and updated with new findings and new features New chapter on Global Climate providing a self-contained
treatment of climate forcing, feedbacks, and climate sensitivity New chapter on Atmospheric Organic Aerosols and new
treatment of the statistical method of Positive Matrix Factorization Updated treatments of physical meteorology,
atmospheric nucleation, aerosol-cloud relationships, chemistry of biogenic hydrocarbons Each topic developed from the
fundamental science to the point of application to real-world problems New problems at an introductory level to aid in
classroom teaching
"The aim of this book is to explain the unusual properties of both pure liquid water and simple aqueous solutions, in terms
of the properties of single molecules and interactions among small numbers of water molecules. It is mostly the result of
the author's own research spanning over 40 years in the field of aqueous solutions."--Jacket.
PRINCIPLES OF INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS is the standard for courses on the principles and applications of modern
analytical instruments. In the 7th edition, authors Skoog, Holler, and Crouch infuse their popular text with updated
techniques and several new Instrumental Analysis in Action case studies. Updated material enhances the book's proven
approach, which places an emphasis on the fundamental principles of operation for each type of instrument, its optimal
area of application, its sensitivity, its precision, and its limitations. The text also introduces students to elementary analog
and digital electronics, computers, and the treatment of analytical data. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The best available collection of thermodynamic data!The first-of-its-kind in over thirty years, this up-to-date book presents
the current knowledgeon Standard Potentials in Aqueous Solution.Written by leading international experts and initiated
by the IUPAC Commissions onElectrochemistry and Electroanalytical Chemistry, this remarkable work begins with
athorough review of basic concepts and methods for determining standard electrodepotentials. Building upon this solid
foundation, this convenient source proceeds to discussthe various redox couples for every known element.The chapters
of this practical, time-saving guide are organized in order of the groups ofelements on the periodic table, for easy
reference to vital material . AND each chapteralso contains the fundamental chemistry of elements ... numerous
equations of chemicalreactions .. . easy-to-read tables of thermodynamic data . . . and useful oxidationstatediagrams.Standard Potentials in Aqueous Solution is an ideal, handy reference for analytical andphysical chemists,
electrochemists, electroanalytical chemists, chemical engineers, biochemists, inorganic and organic chemists, and
spectroscopists needing information onreactions and thermodynamic data in inorganic chemistry . And it is a valuable
supplementarytext for undergraduate- and graduate-level chemistry students
Water-based technology has undergone revolutionary changes during the past two decades. Interest in the properties
and uses of water-based coatings, paints and inks has continued to grow since the establishment of the Clean Air Act of
1970. The present book is devoted to recent developments and trends in water-based coating and ink technology. This
volume is divided in three broad catagories: (1) Additives and Water-based Coating/Ink Systems, (2) Surface
Modifications and Wettability, and (3) Ink/Coating Formulations and Their characterization. The role of various additives
to improve the performance and properties of water-based coatings with special reference to surface phenomena such
as wettability, adhesion, surface energies, dispersion stability, particle size and size distribution are presented in these
sections. This volume documents the proceedings of the International symposium on Surface Phenomena and Additives
in Water-Based Coatings and Printing Technology sponsored by the 21st Annual Meeting of the Fine Particle Society
(FPS). This meeting was held in San Diego, california, AUgust 21-25, 1990. The symposium upon which this volume is
based was organized in four sessions emphasizing several basic and applied aspects of water-based coatings and
printing technology. Major topics discussed include advances in water-based technology, water-based flexo and gravure
inks, hydrophobically-modified cellulosic thickeners, organosilicones, uv curable silicone release coatings, surface
characterization of Ti02 pigments, polymer substrates, flexographic plates and coating films, pigment wetting and
dispersing agents, hydrotrope effect in emulsion polymers, film thickness control, particle size measurements, rheological
properties, and statistically designed mixtures for ink formulations.
Learning the fundamentals of chemistry can be a difficult task to undertake for health professionals. For over 35 years,
Foundations of College Chemistry, Alternate 14th Edition has helped readers master the chemistry skills they need to
succeed. It provides them with clear and logical explanations of chemical concepts and problem solving. They’ll learn
how to apply concepts with the help of worked out examples. In addition, Chemistry in Action features and conceptual
questions checks brings together the understanding of chemistry and relates chemistry to things health professionals
experience on a regular basis.
This book presents advanced techniques for wastewater treatment and the chapters review the environmental impact of water pollution, the
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analysis of water quality, and technologies for the preservation of water resources. Also outlined in this volume is the bioremediation of heavy
metals, dyes, bisphenols, phthalates, cyanobacteria in contaminated water and wastewater. Another focus of this book is the use of natural
remediation techniques such as bacterial biofilms and enzymes.
This book focuses on radiation applications in various fields such as industry, environmental conservation, analytical sciences, agriculture,
medical diagnosis and therapy, and other areas, from laboratory or research scale to practical or commercial scale. The book targets rather
beginning or young professionals in radiation chemistry, processing, biology, and medicine, among others, but also introduces the state of the
art of the relevant fields. This volume also helps readers to understand the fundamentals of radiation chemistry, physics, and biology that
underlie the miscellaneous applications. Readers will understand, for example, that industry utilizes radiation to fabricate water-absorbent
materials or semiconductors and also that cancer patients can be cured through radiation without surgery. These and more facts about
radiation applications are made available in this valuable book.
This book offers a state-of-the-art view of leather making, based on the scientific principles underpinning the technology. In particular, it
contributes to the understanding of the modern leather industry, allowing practitioners to make judgements about day-to-day problems in the
tannery and how change can be applied in a predictable way. Major themes running through the book are the economics and environmental
impact of leather making and how these will ensure the sustainability of the industry. This second edition of Tony Covington’s Tanning
Chemistry is a revision, update and extension in collaboration with a new co-author, Will Wise. The update reflects the advances made in the
past decade, including a discussion of the impact of new information concerning the chemistry of sulfide. The original chapters have been reorganised and new chapters on novel modes of reagent delivery and the principles of finishing are now included. Enzymology is addressed
as a separate topic, as are environmental impact and the future of leather. The book will be useful to all those involved in the supply chain,
from farm, through students, chemical suppliers and tanners, to leather goods brands. Leather science is the key to understanding leather
technology, to make it work, to make it work better and to keep it ahead of the competition.
NOTE: This set consists of two volumes: Cleaning Agents and Systems and Applications, Processes, and Controls. Updated, expanded, reorganized, and rewritten, this two-volume handbook covers cleaning processes, applications, management, safety, and environmental
concerns. The editors rigorously examine technical issues, cleaning agent options and systems, chemical and equipment integration, and
contamination control, as well as cleanliness standards, analytical testing, process selection, implementation and maintenance, specific
application areas, and regulatory issues. A collection of international contributors gives the text a global viewpoint. Color illustrations, video
clips, and animation are available online to help readers better understand presented material.
The International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam (IAPWS) has produced this book in order to provide an accessible, up-todate overview of important aspects of the physical chemistry of aqueous systems at high temperatures and pressures. These systems are
central to many areas of scientific study and industrial application, including electric power generation, industrial steam systems,
hydrothermal processing of materials, geochemistry, and environmental applications. The authors’ goal is to present the material at a level
that serves both the graduate student seeking to learn the state of the art, and also the industrial engineer or chemist seeking to develop
additional expertise or to find the data needed to solve a specific problem. The wide range of people for whom this topic is important provides
a challenge. Advanced work in this area is distributed among physical chemists, chemical engineers, geochemists, and other specialists, who
may not be aware of parallel work by those outside their own specialty. The particular aspects of high-temperature aqueous physical
chemistry of interest to one industry may be irrelevant to another; yet another industry might need the same basic information but in a very
different form. To serve all these constituencies, the book includes several chapters that cover the foundational thermophysical properties
(such as gas solubility, phase behavior, thermodynamic properties of solutes, and transport properties) that are of interest across numerous
applications. The presentation of these topics is intended to be accessible to readers from a variety of backgrounds. Other chapters address
fundamental areas of more specialized interest, such as critical phenomena and molecular-level solution structure. Several chapters are more
application-oriented, addressing areas such as power-cycle chemistry and hydrothermal synthesis. As befits the variety of interests
addressed, some chapters provide more theoretical guidance while others, such as those on acid/base equilibria and the solubilities of metal
oxides and hydroxides, emphasize experimental techniques and data analysis. - Covers both the theory and applications of all Hydrothermal
solutions - Provides an accessible, up-to-date overview of important aspects of the physical chemistry of aqueous systems at high
temperatures and pressures - The presentation of the book is understandable to readers from a variety of backgrounds
Principles and Practices for Petroleum Contaminated Soils includes some of the best research and practical work done by top researchers in
the field-both in industry and academia. It covers fundamental and advanced topics, such as analysis and site assessment, techniques (e.g.,
vacuum extraction, asphalt incorporation), and case studies. The book will interest anyone working with contaminated soils, ground water,
and underground storage tanks. It will also be a valuable reference for regulatory personnel and environmental consultants at all levels.
The second edition of Kosher Food Production explores theintricate relationship between modern food production and relatedKosher
application. Following an introduction to basic Kosher laws,theory and practice, Rabbi Blech details the essential foodproduction procedures
required of modern food plants to meet Koshercertification standards. Chapters on Kosher application includeingredient management;
rabbinic etiquette; Kosher for Passover; andthe industries of fruits and vegetables, baking, biotechnology,dairy, fish, flavor, meat and poultry,
oils, fats, and emulsifiers,and food service. New to this edition are chapters covering Kosherapplication in the candy and confections
industries and the snackfoods industry. A collection of over 50 informativecommodity-specific essays – specifically geared to thesecular
audience of food scientists – then follows, givingreaders insight and understanding of the concerns behind the Kosherlaws they are expected
to accommodate. Several essays new to thesecond edition are included. Kosher Food Production, SecondEdition serves as an indispensable
outline of the issuesconfronting the application of Kosher law to issues of modern foodtechnology.
The World Health Organization in 2004 estimated approximately 1.1 billion people did not have access to clean water and that 35% of Third
World residents died from water-borne illnesses. While the situation is grim, recent advances strongly indicate that many of the current water
quality problems can be addresses – and potentially resolved – using nanotechnology. Nanotechnology is already having a dramatic impact
on research in water quality and Nanotechnology Applications for Clean Water highlights both the challenges and the opportunities for
nanotechnology to positively influence this area of environmental protection. Here you will find detailed information on breakthroughs, cutting
edge technologies, current research, and future trends that may affect acceptance of widespread applications. The first four parts of the book
cover specific topics including using nanotechnology for clean drinking water in both large scale water treatment plants and in point-of-use
systems. For instance, recent advances show that many of the current problems involving water quality can be addressed using
nanosorbents, nanocatalysts, bioactive nanoparticles, nanostructured catalytic membranes, and nanoparticle enhanced filtration. The book
also discusses existing technologies and future potential for groundwater remediation, pollution prevention, and sensors. The final part
discusses the inherent societal implications that may affect acceptance of widespread applications. Over 80 leading experts from around the
world share their wealth of knowledge in this truly unique reference. Institutions such as Center for the Purification of Water and Systems
(Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign); UCLA Water Technology Center; Carnegie Mellon University, University of Kentucky; The University
of Western Ontario; Pacific Northwest National Laboratory; National Institute for Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (Japan),
Munasinghe Institute for Development (Sri Lanka) and the Woodrow Wilson Center for Scholars are just a few of the knowledge centers
represented in this book. Water quality is a serious, global issue in which government bodies and scientific communities face many
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challenges in ensuring clean water is available to everyone. Nanotechnology is already showing dramatic results, and this book is an attempt
to share current technologies and future possibilities in reaching this goal. From the Foreword: "Researchers and practitioners may find in this
volume, key challenges regarding clean water resources. The presentations may crystallize new research and education programs." - Mihail
Roco, U.S. National Science Foundation and U.S. Nanotechnology Initiative • Contributors from the US, India, Canada, Japan, UK, Sri
Lanka, and South Africa • Provides detailed information on breakthroughs, cutting edge technologies, current research, and future trends that
may affect acceptance of widespread applications • Covers specific topics including using nanotechnology for clean drinking water in both
large scale water treatment plants and in point-of-use systems. • Discusses existing technologies and future potential for groundwater
remediation, pollution prevention, and sensors • Highlights both the challenges and the opportunities for nanotechnology to positively
influence this area of environmental protection.
Uncovers the Key Role Microbes Play in the Transformation of Oxidizable and Reducible MineralsMany areas of geomicrobial processes are
receiving serious attention from microbiologists, specifically the role microbes play in the formation and degradation of minerals and fossil
fuels and elemental cycling. Most notably, the latest research finds that
Applications, Processes, and Controls is the second volume in the Handbook for Critical Cleaning, Second Edition. Should you clean your
product during manufacturing? If so, when and how? Cleaning is essential for proper performance, optimal quality, and increased sales.
Inadequate cleaning of product elements can lead to catastrophic failure of the entire system and serious hazards to individuals and the
general public. Gain a competitive edge with proven cleaning and contamination-control strategies A decade after the bestselling original, the
Handbook for Critical Cleaning, Second Edition helps manufacturers meet today’s challenges, providing practical information and
perspective about cleaning chemistries, equipment, processes, and applications. With 90% new or revised chapters plus supplementary
online material, the handbook has grown into two comprehensive volumes: Cleaning Agents and Systems, and Applications, Processes, and
Controls. Helping manufacturers become more efficient and productive, these books: Show how to increase profitability and meet both
existing and expected product demand Clarify the sea of print and Internet information about cleaning chemistries and techniques Address
challenges of performance, miniaturization, and cost, as well as regulatory and supply chain pressures Offer clearly written guidance from the
viewpoints of more than 70 leading industry contributors in technical, management, academic, and regulatory disciplines Overview chapters
by the editors, industry icons Barbara and Ed Kanegsberg, meld the different viewpoints and compile and critique the options. The result is a
complete, cohesive, balanced perspective that helps manufacturers better select, implement, and maintain a quality, value-added cleaning
process. The second volume, Handbook for Critical Cleaning: Applications, Processes, and Controls, addresses how to implement, validate,
monitor, and maintain a critical cleaning process. Topics include cleanrooms, materials compatibility, worker safety, sustainability, and
environmental constraints. The book shows readers how to draw from diverse disciplines—including aerospace, art conservation, electronics,
food, life sciences, military, optics, and semiconductors—to achieve superior productivity.
"Updated, re-organized, and rewritten, this second edition of a bestseller covers cleaning processes, applications, management, safety, and
environmental concerns. A two-volume set, it discusses cleaning process applications, management, and safety and environmental concerns.
International contributors give the text a global viewpoint. Color illustrations, video clips, and animations that make the information accessible
are available from the website. The handbook is available for purchase individually or as the two-volume set"-Adsorption Processes for Water Treatment discusses the application of adsorption in water purification. The book is comprised of 10 chapters
that detail the carbon and resin adsorptive processes for potable water treatment. The text first covers the elements of surface chemistry and
then proceeds to discussing adsorption models. Chapter 3 tackles the kinetics of adsorption, while Chapter 4 deals with batch systems and
fixed fluid beds. Next, the book talks about the physical and chemical properties of carbon. The next two chapters discuss the adsorption of
organic compounds and the removal of inorganic compounds, respectively. The eighth chapter presents operational, pilot plant, and case
studies. Chapter 9 discusses the biological activated carbon treatment of drinking water, and Chapter 10 covers the adsorption of
macroreticular resins. The book will be of great use to both researchers and professionals involved in the research and development of water
treatment process.
Natural products like wool, leather or cotton are permeable to water vapor. Their complex fibrous structure makes it difficult to imitate this
natural phenomenon by synthesis. This book discusses ways to obtain water vapor permeability by microporosity or through a hydrophilic
structure. Various areas of application include the medical sector for implants and dialysis, the industrial sector for filtration or for processes
requiring the slow release of substances, and the consumer sector for leather substitutes or performance textiles.
Developed in conjunction with several oil companies using experimental data for real reservoir fluids, Phase Behavior of Petroleum Reservoir
Fluids introduces industry standard methods for modeling the phase behavior of petroleum reservoir fluids at different stages in the process.
Keeping mathematics to a minimum, this book discusses sampling, characterization, compositional analyses, and equations of state used to
simulate various pressure–volume–temperature (PVT) properties of reservoir fluids. Featuring new figures, references, and updates
throughout, this Second Edition: Adds simulation results for PVT data obtained with the PC-SAFT equation Describes routine and EOR PVT
experiments with enhanced procedural detail Expands coverage of sampling, compositional analyses, and measurement of PVT data Phase
Behavior of Petroleum Reservoir Fluids, Second Edition supplies a solid understanding of the phase behavior of the various fluids present in
a petroleum reservoir, providing practical knowledge essential for achieving optimal design and cost-effective operations in a petroleum
processing plant.

Fundamentals of Air Pollution is an important and widely used textbook in the environmental science and engineering community.
This thoroughly revised fifth edition of Fundamentals of Air Pollution has been updated throughout and remains the most complete
text available, offering a stronger systems perspective and more coverage of international issues relating to air pollution. Sections
on pollution control have been reorganized and updated to demonstrate the move from regulation and control approaches to green
and sustainable engineering approaches. The fifth edition maintains a strong interdisciplinary approach to the study of air pollution,
covering such topics as chemistry, physics, meteorology, engineering, toxicology, policy, and regulation. New material includes
near-road air pollution, new risk assessment approaches, indoor air quality, the impact of biofuels and fuel additives, mercury
emissions, forecasting techniques, and the most recent results from the National Air Toxics Assessment. Stronger systems
approach, emphasizing the impact of air pollution on ecosystems and human health Risks, measures, models, and control of air
pollution are discussed at scale – starting at the individual/niche level and expanding to planetary/global scale Increased emphasis
on international issues, including coverage of European initiatives and discussions of the impact of emerging economies like India
and China Updated references, standards, and methods throughout the book make this the most current air pollution
text/reference on the market All new end-of-chapter problems enhance its usefulness as a course text
vi the information collected and discussed in this volume may help toward the achievement of such an objective. I should like to
express my debt of gratitude to the authors who have contributed to this volume. Editing a work of this nature can strain long
established personal relationships and I thank my various colleagues for bearing with me and responding (sooner or later) to one
or several letters or telephone calls. My special thanks once again go to Mrs. Joyce Johnson, who bore the main brunt of this
seemingly endless correspondence and without whose help the editorial and referencing work would have taken several years. F.
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FRANKS Biophysics Division Unilever Research Laboratory Colworth/ Welwyn Colworth House, Sharnbrook, Bedford January,
1973 Contents Contents of Volume 1 ............................. . . . . . .. . . .. xv Contents of Volume 3 ........................ '. . . . . . . . . . . . xvi .
. . . Contents of Volume 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . xvii . . . . . . . . . . . Chapter 1 The Solvent Properties of Water F.
Franks 1. Water, the Universal Solvent-the Study of Aqueous Solutions 2. Aqueous Solutions of Nonelectrolytes ................. . 5 2.1.
Apolar Solutes ................................. . 6 2.2. Polar Solutes .................................. . 19 2.3. Ionic Solutes Containing Alkyl
Residues-"Apolar Electrolytes" ................................... . 38 3. Aqueous Solutions of Electrolytes .................... . 42 3.1. Single Ion
Properties ............................ . 42 3.2. Ion-Water Interactions ......................... . 43 3.3. Interionic Effects ............................... . 47 4.
Complex Aqueous Mixtures 48 Chapter 2 Water in Stoichiometric Hydrates M. Falk and O. Knop 1. Introduction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. Symmetry and Types of Environment of the H0 Molecule 2 in Crystals
.......................................... 57 vii Contents viii 2.1. Site Symmetry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 . . . . . . . . . .
Gas Solubilities: Widespread Applications discusses several topics concerning the various applications of gas solubilities. The first
chapter of the book reviews Henr's law, while the second chapter covers the effect of temperature on gas solubility. The third
chapter discusses the various gases used by Horiuti, and the following chapters evaluate the data on sulfur dioxide, chlorine data,
and solubility data for hydrogen sulfide. Chapter 7 concerns itself with solubility of radon, thoron, and actinon. Chapter 8 tackles
the solubilities of diborane and the gaseous hydrides of groups IV, V, and VI of the periodic table. Chapter 9 discusses the
solubility of gases containing fluorine, while Chapter 10 talks about Hildebrand's theory in the light of all gas solubility data.
Chapter 11 covers the hydrogen halide system, while Chapter 12 deals with the solubility of gases in water and aqueous solutions
of slats, inorganic acids and bases, and organic compounds. Chapter 13 discusses gases in sea water, while Chapter 14 covers
aerosol propellants and Chapter 15 tackles the solubility of nitric oxide. Chapter 16 discusses the biotechnological aspects, and
Chapter 17 talks about more on making holes. Chapter 18 covers the evaluation of data on phosphine. The book would be of great
interest to researchers and professionals concerned with applications of the soluble nature of gases.
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